This paper presents a flexible framework to build a target-specific, part-based representation for arbitrary articulated or rigid objects. The aim is to successfully track the target object in 2D, through multiple scales and occlusions. This is realized by employing a hierarchical, iterative optimization process on the proposed representation of structure and appearance. Therefore, each rigid part of an object is described by a Hierarchical Spring System represented by an attributed graph pyramid. Hierarchical Spring Systems encode the spatial relationships of the features (attributes of the graph pyramid) describing the parts and enforce them by spring-like behavior during tracking. Articulation points connecting the parts of the object allow to transfer position information from reliable to ambiguous parts. Tracking is done in an iterative process by combining the hypotheses of simple trackers with the hypotheses extracted from the Hierarchical Spring Systems.
Introduction
limited non-rigid deformation. The output consists of the 2D positions and 26 bounding box of the object parts in every frame of the video.
27
At the heart of the method is a representation which describes the ap- 
33
Multiple feature trackers, called sub-trackers, are used for each part: one 34 attempting to track the whole part and the rest considering small fixed-size 35 windows centered around detected interest points (see Fig. 1 ).
36
To deal with occlusion and avoid drifting of the sub-trackers we model points and the information transfer between the object parts are explained.
116
Section 4 presents the algorithm of the tracking with the help of pseudo code. 
Representation and tracking of a rigid object

121
Background clutter, similar objects in the scene and occlusions are the 122 main reasons for tracking failure, because they can be good matches to the 123 model of the target object and thus distract the tracker.
124
If the appearance of an object is uniform (no texture, mainly one color),
125
it is advisable to describe and track it by one feature (e.g region descriptor).
126
Tracking whole rigid objects or parts can deliver robust positions even during 127 motion blur due to the large image region considered. Nevertheless, in cases 128 of partial occlusion or scaling such a description is not able to aid the tracker 129 in overcoming the difficult distractions by providing useful information.
130
On the other hand, if the target object is textured (e.g. face of a human),
131
it is possible to extract several discriminative features out of the region cov-132 ering the object and track them successfully when there are no distractions.
133
By additionally encoding the spatial relationships of the features in the rep-134 resentation of the object, it is possible to deal with occlusions and estimate 135 scaling. Unfortunately, these "small" features are more sensitive to noise and 136 fast motion of the object (big distances between frames, motion blur).
137
As we cannot generally decide which representation is more suitable for an 138 object and to get the best of both worlds, we describe and track objects using 
The Hierarchical Spring System (HSS)
148
We represent the HSS of an object as a graph pyramid with two levels 
169
To calculate a structural offset for a feature it is necessary to determine 
where 
185
The confidence δ i (v) of a vertex v at time i depends on its degree I v (number of incident edges), its energy ε i−1 (v) and the dissimilarity
between its feature S i−1 (v) at time i − 1 to its descriptor S 1 (v) in the initial 188 iteration:
where E(v) are the edges incident to vertex v and E are all edges in the HSS.
where .
where x * (v) is the estimated scaling factor in the local neighborhood of vertex
is the confidence of the neighboring vertices in the current iteration.
is determined by a weighted sum to boost the influence of the most reliable 211 vertices and the associated edges.
212
The scaling factor x * (v) of each vertex is used to calculate a scaling factor 213 for the rigid object (part of an articulated object):
where V 0 are all vertices v of the bottom level of the HSS. A structural offset vector O(v) for vertex v is calculated so that it is 221 pointing to a spatial position in which the ε i (v) is minimized: the dissimilarity
where F (p) is the number of features of part p, F is the number of all features 249 in the object.
250
The sum of all local energies in object part is normalized by the number 251 of features (vertices) in part p:
where are combined by a weighted sum:
3.3. Articulation points: agents of the information transfer illustrates this concept.
267
If the articulation point moves it "pulls" the connected rigid part to keep 268 the distance constrain, and vice versa. In this way position information is 269 transfered from one rigid part to an adjacent one over the articulation point. 
Modeling articulation points
271
Planar articulated motion from frame f to frame f + δ can be decom-
272
posed into: an independent rotation of the rigid parts around the articulation 
where P(a) is the set of parts connected to the articulation point a. y p is the 295 hypothesis determined with the local coordinate system (which considers the 
306
The information transfer is realized with graph relaxation by calculating 307 a structural offset vector. Therefore, Equ. 8 is adapted as follows: The algorithm to track articulated objects using HSSs is summarized in 314 Algorithm 1.
315
Tracking is done in a top to bottom or bottom to top process, depending 
Experiments
326
The following experiments show the application of the presented frame-327 work on concrete tracking tasks with different complexities and difficulties. as for the experiments in this paper.
351
The top level is described by one region descriptor S 1 (p), extracted out 352 of a region of interest (ROI) covering the whole object part ( Fig. 1(a) ). The If a vertex v is of degree 1 -only connected to one neighbor -the struc- 
380
In our experiments both a Delaunay triangulation and a fully connected 381 graph are used as representation. 
Experimental setup 391
The videos employed for the following experiments are self-produced 
402
In all experiments presented in this section, the target object is initialized 
414
In Figure 6 one can see the results of tracking with Mean Shift alone, with 415 a HSS with triangulated graphs and with a HSS using fully connected graphs.
416
As already mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the fully connected graph is superior Shift alone (see Fig. 6 (top) ). leads to heavy motion blur. concrete numbers. and HSSs delivers the better result (see Fig. 14) . Besides its advantages during occlusion, the fully connected graph is also 478 a good basis to start future research on updating the elements of the HSS.
479
When an object moves in the 3D space (e.g. turning around) it happens 480 that some regions of the object become invisible and new regions appear.
481
Therefore, it is necessary to develop an update process for the elements of Furthermore, we plan to extend our HSS to be able to handle 3D position 
where the function φ can be any mapping including e.g. intensity, color, gra- 
where {z k } k=1...n are the d-dimensional feature vectors of the points in R and 520 µ is the mean over all points.
521
The basic idea of Hong et al.
[17] is to find a small set of points S which 
